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Behind the lush trappings of the SIHH lies the reason that the world’s best watch 
retailers descend on Geneva at the end of January – some of the most internationally 
revered watch brands and their latest and greatest creations. And, in keeping with the 
uncertain economic climate and a reluctance from buyers to invest in anything too far 
removed from past seasons’ best-sellers, 2011’s SIHH featured brands doing what they 
do best – nothing too breathtakingly different but pieces that are sure to sell well. 

Most brands offered fewer novelties than in previous years and, outside of the 
independents, many designs were reminiscent of back catalogues from decades 
past. But, according to QP’s finest, what 2011 may lose in terms of innovation and 
experimentation, it more than makes up for in elegance, beauty and simplicity. 

Top right: For 2011 Baume & Mercier has launched a new chronograph in its Capeland line. The 44mm case, available in steel or red gold, houses a La Joux-Perret automatic bi-compax 
chronograph movement with flyback and date. The dial offers a distinctly vintage appeal with telemeter and tachymeter scales. Blued or gilt Breguet hands complete the retro look. Above left 
and centre: The 1959 Memovox Deep Sea was the first diver’s watch made by Jaeger-LeCoultre, and produced in two versions – one intended for Europe, the other for the US. For 2011 JLC is 
unveiling a limited-series, re-edition of the two originals. The European model features a matt black dial with luminescent hour-markers, while its American counterpart is a two-tone black/grey 
execution simply signed ‘LeCoultre‘. Above right: A revival of a JeanRichard model from the 1990s, the Highlands Sand is water-resistant to 100m, with a rotating bezel that allows a second 
time zone to be displayed. The piece is powered by the JR1000 automatic movement, renowned for its reliability and production quality.

“There’s nothing 
so lonesome, so dull or 

so drear than t
o stand in the 

bar of a pub 

with no beer,” c
laimed the rowdy Irish folk 

band The Dubliners – but that was before 

SIHH 2011 came along. From the extremes 

of a few years ago, when the booth
s were 

replete with inspired eng
ineering in the 

form 

of watches such as the Girard-Perregaux 

Jackpot Tourbillon and Jaeg
er-LeCoultre’s 

Reverso a Triptyque, we have returned to 

what the brands
 call ‘classica

l simplicity’ 

(ie safe re-vam
ps of classics

). 

J-LC’s Reverso Ultra Slim is undoubtedly 

covetable, espe
cially in black-

dialled ‘Tribute 

to 1931’ guise, and its re-
heated Memovox 

Deep Sea will surely sell out fast. But 

they’re hardly 
radical. I admired Montblanc’s 

Vintage Pulsographe, too
 – although it 

rather made me think that th
e design 

team had simply copied som
ething from 

an auction catalogu
e – and IWC’s simple 

impossible not 

to like. Vacher
on 

Constantin’s 
latest addition 

to 

the Historiques 

collection, the
 

lost some of the 

elegance of th
e 

by 39mm) in its up-sized format, but the 

I implied at the st
art of this tha

t SIHH 

2011 was boring. Well, it was really. But that 

WF Goudy so sagely ob
served: “The old 

fellows stole all of 
our best ideas.” 

So why not go back
 to them?

Simon de Burton

With show season well and 
truly under way, and with 
Basel just around the corner, 
we ask eight QP favourites 
to give us their take on all 
that SIHH 2011 had to offer.
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Top left: Vacheron Constantin’s Historiques Aronde 1954 is inspired by a model created during the post-war years. Its guilloché dial is a tribute to the Métiers d’Art that are consistently 
cultivated by Vacheron Constantin. The ‘swallows wing’, rectangular pink gold case measures 31.2 x 44.55mm and houses the Calibre 1400 AS hand-wound movement. Top right: For 
2011, the Ralph Lauren Slim Classique collection introduces a new square design. At just 27.5mm wide, the piece reflects the timeless proportions of the iconic dress watch. Powered by 
the calibre RL430, made by Piaget for Ralph Lauren, the watch is vailable in rose gold or white gold, including a guilloché reference. Above: The success of Greubel Forsey continues with 
the stunning Quadruple Tourbillon P2 boasting four asynchronous tourbillons, comprised of two double tourbillons systems presented head to tail and joined by a spherical differential. 
Only 11 pieces in platinum and 11 pieces in red gold will be available. 

Now the eyes have readjusted to a world that isn’t animations of exploded movements, it’s plain to see 
the brands of the Richemont Group and its select 
few friends are not lacking for ideas, inspiration or 
innovation – an encouraging bellwether of resurgence 
after last year. Indeed, by all indications, Baselworld 
can’t come soon enough.
Behind the beige, the stands themselves were as worthy of mention as the watches within, most notably Baume & Mercier’s Hamptons weather-boarded house and dazzling beach diorama which, despite rendering everyone’s pasty January complexion 

in stark relief, was the perfect environment for the deliciously retro Capeland chronograph (those without linen and sandals need not apply). Over at IWC, we were teleported to a lazy piazza in my heart by simple virtue of those lush Milanese 

Roger Dubuis whisked us a bit further along the Riviera to the crepuscular glamour of Monte Carlo’s Casino. The La Monégasque watches might be inspired by the red, black and green of the roulette table, but there isn’t a whiff of gimmickry here – it 
could be Dubuis’ most coherent collection yet. Stand out watch for me, however, was to be found 
between the four characteristically subdued walls 
whose voluptuous forms I sorely covet.
Until Basel then. Meet you by the bandstand?Alex Doak

For once, this was not an exceptional year 

at the SIHH, bar that it was the 21st Salon 

since Cartier and others decided that Bas
el 

was too much industry and not enough 

luxury. The basic idea of bringing together 
the 

top echelon of the watch business in one 

place still works, the decor is still the same 

soothing beige and the crowd is still absurdly 

you know who you are!).

Tried and trusted was the formula for 

what was on show as well, something of 

a relief for journalists unable to continue 

gasping with amazement as yet another 

and, perhaps surprisingly, was much more 

interesting as a result. There were some 

astonishing pyrotechnics on sho
w, not the 

requires a working knowledge of differential 

gears to even half understand) and Greubel-

Forsey’s Invention Piece 2 
(another watch depending on 
differential gears – is this a 
trend in the making?).

What is really worth 
writing home about 
though, is those brands who were simply 

‘doing themselves’ – Vacheron Constantin, 

JeanRichard and, pleasingly, Dunhill scored 

highly in this respect.

emphasised at the SIHH it was something 

of a shock to discover how few enamellists 

and specialist dial-makers there are at the 

highest levels, a dearth that I suspect will 

become increasingly important.

James Gurney
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Several themes were evident at this year’s Salon, most notably ultra-thin, with examples from the masters at Piaget (presenting 

Jaeger-LeCoultre (via its 80th anniversary Saxonia thin) and, surprisingly, from chunky sports watch pioneer Richard Mille who introduced the world to the RM033 Ultra-
But one of the most-welcome recurring strands for me was the use of enamel and mosaic. Olivier Vaucher has created six new using openwork enamelling, stained glass enamelling and stone mosaic to create animal-and enamellist Dominique Baron have worked Journeys pieces based on the books of Jules Verne. The collection features Five 

Landscape collections and the pièce de résistance the Midnight 
featuring a wooden casket with four portholes that allow trasing pglimpses of four paillone enamelled watches inspired by Verne’s work.

But perhaps the piece of the fair for me was Vacheron Constantin’s Patrimony Traditionelle 
and featuring a dial enamelled with a world map and zones plus a sapphire glass with day/night indication. Operated entirely via the 

piece costs a respectable €28,900.
Tracey Llewellyn

Top left: Vacheron Constantin’s Patrimony Traditionnelle World Time model houses the new automatic Calibre 2460WT, distinguished by its capacity to indicate the world’s 37 time zones, 
including those offset from Universal Coordinated Time (UCT) by a half- or quarter-hour. Centre left: The chunkiest of the ultra slims, Richard Mille’s RM 033 features the Calibre RMXP1, which at 
2.6mm thick allows the RM 033 to stand at a mere 6.3mm high. Bottom left: The Rotonde de Cartier 42mm watch with turtle motif in stone mosaic, features a pink gold case set with diamonds 
and is powered by the manual winding, Calibre 9601 MC. Each individual stone tile is 0.75mm squares and just 0.4mm thick and, with over 60 hours of work required just to position the stones, it 
is unsurprising that the model is limited to 10 pieces. Top right: Montblanc’s Collection Villeret 1858 New Vintage Pulsographe transports you back to the 1930s, when wristwatch chronographs 
were used in many professions to measurer short intervals. The enamel dial bears a pulse scale, a special feature that was particularly popular among physicians. The 39.5mm case is in white or 
red gold with a sole push-piece at 2 o’clock. Only 58 pieces of each will be produced.
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Above left: The pinnacle of Van Cleef & Arpels’ enamelling and watchmaking skills, the limited edition Midnight Les 4 Voyages Cabinet features a wooden casket containing four 
paillone enamelled watches inspired by the Verne novels Five weeks in a Balloon, Twenty Thousand Leagues under the Sea, A Journey to the Center of the Earth and From the Earth to 
the Moon. Above centre: As reported in QP46, Roger Dubuis revealed an entirely new collection at SIHH, designed to go beyond the production of a strictly limited series. For 2011, 
the company introduces the La Monégasque Chronograph and Chronograph Big Number (pictured here and limited to 128 pieces). Both are powered by the RD 680 self-winding calibre 
with column wheel and are bi-compax chronographs, with small seconds at 9 o’clock and 30-minute counter at 3 o’clock. Above right: The unassuming star of the Portofino collection 
is the Portofino Automatic, with 40mm stainless steel case and Milanese mesh bracelet, featuring date display and central seconds. 

I don’t know if QP is the right place to admit it but, as I am more interested in the design and craftsmanship of watches rather than the engineering or – dare I say it – the movement side of things, this year’s SIHH was delightfully insightful. Whether highlighting exceptional dial design, the continuation of traditional guilloché skills or celebrating the international artists associated with each house, artisanal skills were a major focus in most brand presentations.
 It was good to be reminded, for instance, in the 80th anniversary year of the Jaeger-

popped up – most notably at Roger Dubuis, 

where bold cushion-shaped dials, a teensy bit reminiscent of 
vintage Heuers like the Camaro and Easy-Rider, had brilliant pop appeal. 

 arts and culture were, again, a key theme and their cushion-shaped 2011 Quai de l’Ile models, combined traditional crafts and expert engineering to exquisitely beautiful – and highly covetable – effect.  
Caragh McKay

With delicious predictability, ever
y 

brand at SIHH delivered achingly 

any horolophile would contain dozens of
 

Panerai, Vacheron’s 
World Timer, the 

One timepiece, however, grabbed me with 

such intensity that I am now deciding 

what to sell so I may acquire it. QP 

readers might recall my love affair with 

JeanRichard’s Highlands. When I learned 

it had been revived, I
 rushed to the stand, 

a day before the act
ual press conference

.

What greeted me surpassed imaginings of 

a simple re-issue. 

Instead, I saw an all-

new watch with in-

house JR automatic 

movement, a cool 
military-style dial in 

a choice of colours, 

huge numerals, 

Miss Havisham, I’m not an ideal target 

candidate for the w
atch. But for the new 

Highlands, I’d trek through the mud.

Ken Kessler
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Some regular readers may notice that one postcard is 
missing from our 2011 round up. Sadly, Michael Balfour 
was unable to attend due to illness, but he assures us that 
he will be back on fighting form for 2012’s edition of SIHH.

Top right: Presenting only two new watches for 2011, Dunhill still managed to prove that it 
has come of age. Its Black Diamond Classic watch features a striking dial created by mixing 
black diamonds with lacquer. With a small seconds subdial at 6 o’clock and a date at 3, the 
piece is powered by the Jaeger-LeCoultre Calibre 896-dato. Above: Produced in a limited 
edition of 1.000 units, the 47mm Luminor Submersible 1950 3 Days Automatic Bronzo is 
executed in bronze and powered by 2010’s P.9000 calibre.

There were quite a few watches I liked at the 2011 SIHH and I thought picking a favourite would be tough. Should I choose the pure lines of Parmigiani 

Minute Repeater? I was even captivated by the sublime little square of Ralph Lauren’s Slim Classique. But my decision was not as hard as expected because the brief from QP stated ‘outstanding’ watch, not ‘favourite’ and 
me: Greubel Forsey’s Invention Piece 2. 

discussion forum I was looking for an alternative to avoid accusations of bias from the Panerai Fan Boys, but Invention Piece 2 is untouchable by 

every conceivable criteria of 
‘outstanding’ you can think of. 

components, two double tourbillon systems and a spherical differential. Price: an eye-

every component. 

two times oversubscribed indicates that there is still a market for the truly exceptional.

Ian Skellern

I’m sure SIHH 2011 will be largely 

remembered for a fresh in
jection 

of ultra-slim models from Jaeger-

and Vacheron Constantin (with third 

Ralph Lauren’s Piaget-powered Slim 

Classique Square) and a notional n
od 

to the Wandering Businessman in the 

shape of handsome world timers from 

VC and Montblanc. But the ‘because 

we can’ vibe of previo
us years was 

largely absent. 

beautiful enamelling at Vacheron 

and an unpretentiously luxe ‘diamond 

dust’ dial at Dunhill certainly proved
 

the age of craftsmanship is far from 

dead. But for a peek into ho
w the 

spirit of watch ownership might 

change required a stop at Paner
ai, 

that owes its existence to 
Italian navy 

divers (who presumably had no fear of 

staining their skin w
ith its tarnished 

bronze case), it ech
oes a broader 

movement in the luxury world towards 

‘individualisation’. 

Here the case’s inher
ent instability 

is its unique marketing point: no tw
o 

watches will suffer the effects of
 

exposure to the elements in quite the 

same way. Thank heavens, though, for 

the titanium clasp and caseback
.

Bill Prince
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